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Transport Canada has noticed an alarming number
of aircraft not following the recommended visual
flight rules (VFR) procedure in area CYR 518, a
restricted area located in the vicinity of Niagara Falls,
Ontario, and outlined by a chart in the Canada Flight
Supplement (CFS). CYR 518 is located over the Canadian
side of the Niagara River, overlaying the Falls. The zone
extends from the ground up to but not including 3 500 ft
above sea level (ASL)—approximately 3 000 ft above
ground level (AGL). A racetrack pattern is published for
all air traffic wanting to fly above (at or over 3 500 ft) the
restricted area and view the Falls.
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NOTAMs
Every pilot planning a flight knows that it is necessary to check for aviation weather information. An equally
important part of flight planning is to obtain all pertinent NOTAMs. Which NOTAMs should be checked?
Is it sufficient to verify only the NOTAMs for the departure and destination aerodromes? Some believe it is;
however, it is not.

airspace violation and could result in TC enforcement
action. It is highly recommended that pilots enter and
exit at these recommended points even if they are coming
in for a quick fly-by. Remember, this area is extremely
congested with all sorts of aircraft, big and small. Pilots
must keep their eyes open and remember to broadcast
their intentions.

An example is when the President of the United States visited Ottawa, Ont., from November 30 to
December 1, 2004. Pilots planning to depart from or land at the Ottawa/Rockcliffe airport (CYRO) were
not aware of the large areas of restricted airspace in the Ottawa region if they only checked the NOTAMs
for CYRO. The information regarding the restricted airspace was disseminated and stored under the
NOTAM files for the Montréal flight information region (FIR) (CZUL), the Toronto FIR (CZYZ) and
the Ottawa/MacDonald Cartier Airport (CYOW). A NOTAM issued under NOTAM file CYND—for
Ottawa/Rockliffe and other aerodromes in the area—made reference to the Montréal FIR NOTAM.

Most importantly, pilots should review attentively the
recommended procedures for CYR 518 in the CFS before
their flight, then enjoy the sights and colours of the Falls!

Canadian Aviation Regulation (CAR) 602.71 requires that “the pilot-in-command of an aircraft shall, before
commencing a flight, be familiar with the available information that is appropriate to the intended flight.”
Further, the Transport Canada Aeronautical Information Manual (TC AIM) section RAC 3.3 indicates there
are three categories of NOTAM files: National NOTAMs, FIR NOTAMs and aerodrome NOTAMs. In
addition, TC AIM section MAP 5.6.8 describes the type of information disseminated in each category.
Before commencing a flight, pilots must ensure that each NOTAM file category has been reviewed in order
to be familiar with all NOTAM information appropriate to the intended flight.

NOT FOR NAVIGATION

So what is the big deal if all pertinent NOTAMs are not checked?
Aside from breaking the law, going against the statements in the TC AIM and poor flight planning practices,
in some instances where the restricted airspace is patrolled by armed interceptor aircraft, an unwary pilot
who violates the airspace just
EXAMPLE ONLY - NOT FOR NAVIGATION
might experience a “close
OTTAWA / HULL (EXPRESSAIR) QC (Heli)
CTH4
1
encounter” of the worst kind.
REF
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Think about it!
Elev 180' A5000 A5002
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Probably the most important factor to
remember is that this is a VFR procedure,
which means that aircraft must “SEE AND
BE SEEN”. Pilots are responsible for their own
separation. All pilots wanting to view the Falls
must follow the recommended published circuit
as accurately as they can and maintain a very
good look-out for other aircraft at all times.
This procedure must be followed at 3 500 ft
and above. Any dipping below 3 500 ft is an

Restricted area CYR 518 as depicted in the CFS. (Source: Nav Canada)
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Have a safe flight!

There are two entry points and two exit points
that are clearly marked on the chart. Many
fixed- and rotary-wing commercial operators fly
inside CYR 518 with authorization from TC
to transport sightseeing passengers to view the
Falls. These operators all have pre-established
flight paths and altitudes that they must follow
to operate in a safe manner. There is an airto-air frequency (122.050) on which advisory
calls are made to ensure that everyone is on the
same page. Calls should be made upon entry,
indicating through which entrance point the
aircraft is flying and its intentions (i.e. how
many circuits it will complete, its speed, and
more importantly, its altitude).

Sécurité aérienne — Nouvelles est la version française
de cette publication.
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The Aviation Enforcement Division encourages and
promotes voluntary compliance with Canada’s aeronautics
legislation and is committed to enforcing the regulations in
a fair and firm manner.

by Mike Treskin, Civil Aviation Safety Inspector, Transport Canada, Ontario Region
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have been avoided if individuals and corporations had a
better understanding of the regulations and if pilots carried
out proper flight-planning procedures, paid extra attention
to detail, and used common sense and good airmanship.

Flying The Falls—CYR 518
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Where can you find out
which NOTAM file should
be consulted for a specific
aerodrome? In the Canada
Flight Supplement (CFS)
Section B, Aerodrome/Facility
Directory.
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